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ABSTRACT 
 
Full Name : Saleh Abdulrahman Al-Haidari 
Thesis Title  “Wellbore Stability Assessment in a Shale Formation”  
Major Field : Petroleum Engineering 
Date of Degree : May 2014 
 
This study systematically investigates the mechanical instability of a wellbore as a 
function of rock mechanical properties and in-situ earth stresses, and validates the 
predicted failures with post-drilling data. Results from this study will help to avoid 
wellbore instability related issues in future.   
The field under study has Extended Reach Wells (ERD) drilled through shale formations 
inter-bedded by unconsolidated sandstone formations and carbonate formations which 
experienced severe wellbore instabilities.  
Rock mechanics lab tests were performed on preserved core samples and all the available 
well logs were obtained and subsequently analyzed thoroughly to develop a profile of 
rock mechanics and in-situ stress.  
Daily drilling reports were analyzed and this drilling history was used to evaluate the best 
failure criterion for modeling purposes. Accordingly, Mogi-coulomb was found to be the 
most appropriate failure criterion that matches the predicted failures with drilling history. 
 An industrial geomechanical software was used to build a Mechanical Earth Model 
(MEM).  The software output was calibrated and validated with the observed wellbore 
condition failures in selected drilled wells. 
xvii 
 
Subsequently, the root causes of different wellbore instability problems were identified. 
After preliminary validation of the MEM, the safe mud weight window for drilling future 
wells was predicted with respect to each formation by providing plots for different 
inclinations and azimuths.   
The safe mud weight windows for drilling in any inclination, azimuth and measured 
depth for Aruma, Rumaila, Ahmadi, Safaniya, Biyadh and Buwaib were predicted. 
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 ملخص الرسالة
 
 صالح بن عبدالرحمن الحيدري :الاسم الكامل
 
 تقييم حالات عدم استقرار البئر في الصخور الطينية  :عنوان الرسالة
 
 هندسة بترولية التخصص:
 
 2014مايو  :تاريخ الدرجة العلمية
 
الدراسة تبحث بشكل منهجي عدم الاستقرار في عمليات الحفر بالنسبة للخواص الميكانيكية للصخور، و التحقق من صحة هذه 
النتائج الفاشلة من خلال معطيات ما بعد الحفر. النتائج من هذه الدراسة سوف تساعد على تلافي المشاكل المتعلقة بعدم الاستقرار 
 الحفر مستقبلا. في عمليات 
الحقل تحت الدراسة على آبار حفرت بتقنية الحفر الممتد. و قد حفرت هذه الآبار عبر صخور طينية و رملية، إضافة إلى  يحتوي
صخور جيرية، مما ساهم في خلق مشاكل حادة في استقرار عمليات الحفر. و قد أجريت تجارب معملية خاصة بميكانيكا 
لسجلات الخاصة بالآبار، و تم تحليل كل ذلك من أجل تكوين مخطط بياني الصخور على عينات سابقة، إضافة إلى جمع كافة ا
تم جمع التقارير اليومية لعمليات الحفر و تقييمها من  يشتمل على الخواص الميكانيكية لهذه الصخور و الجهد الخاص بها. كما
كولوم الأكثر ملائمة لتحديد هذا -موجي أجل الوصول إلى معيار فشل مناسب بغرض النمذجة الحاسوبية. وفقا لذلك، اعتبر منهج
 المعيار.
من أجل إتمام الدراسة، تم استخدام برنامج خاص بميكانيكا الصخور من أجل تصميم نموذج صخري، و تم تقويم المخرجات و 
ستقرار المرتبطة التحقق من صحتها مع المقارنة بعدد من الآبار التي تم اختيارها. بعد ذلك، تم تحديد الأسباب الجذرية لعدم الا
 بعمليات الحفر لهذه الآبار.
بعد التحقق الأولي لهذه النتائج، تم تحديد النطاق الآمن المتوقع لطينة الحفر بالنسبة لكل طبقة صخرية و ذلك عن طريق توفير 
 .ةرسوم بيانية تحتوي على درجات الميل و زوايا السمت من أجل الاستفادة منها في عمليات الحفر المستقبلي
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1. CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Geomechanics is the study of the rock behavior. The applications of geomechanics can be 
applied in wellbore stability, sand production, reservoir compaction and surface 
subsidence. Wellbore stability is essential for the success of any drilling operation. 
Wellbore instability displays in the borehole as in different ways like hole pack off, 
overpull, tight spot, stuck pipe and lost circulation. The cost associated to wellbore 
instability is millions of dollars every year  
There are three principal stresses acting on earth’s subsurface: one in vertical direction, 
and the other two in mutually perpendicular horizontal directions.  Before a hole is 
drilled, the subsurface rocks are exposed to a balanced stress environment. After drilling 
the support provided by the rock is removed and replaced by the hydrostatic pressure.  
Drilling a safe hole depends on two factors: uncontrollable and controllable factors.  
Uncontrollable factors are the earth stresses (horizontal and vertical), pore pressure, and 
rock mechanical properties. Controllable factors are mud weight, azimuth and inclination. 
The uncontrollable factors are the key to optimize the controllable factors.  
1.1 Rock Mechanics and Wellbore Stability 
Wellbore stability analysis is essential for the success of any drilling operation. This is 
due to the frequently encountered problems of wellbore instability and rock failures 
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associated with drilling a hole in a field. Examples of problems include shale/clay 
swelling, collapse, loss circulation and unintentional formation fracturing.   
Wellbore stability analysis aims at studying the re-distributed stresses of the area near 
wellbore walls to come up with an accurate wellbore stability model to predict problems. 
Modeling of wellbore stability needs to also integrate the data available from field, in-situ 
stresses and lab tested rock mechanics properties. Therefore, in this study, rock 
mechanics properties such as unconfined compressive strength and friction angle will be 
introduced and considered when carrying out the modeling process.  
This study will focus on the mechanical aspect of the wellbore instability problems rather 
than the chemical instability. Rock failures due to mechanical reasons can be divided into 
two main categories: tensile failure and compressive failure. Tensile failure is associated 
with using high mud weights causing excessive hydrostatic pressure on the borehole 
walls. On the other hand, shear failure is caused by low mud weights resulting in 
hydrostatic pressure being too low to support the borehole walls (Hassan et al., 1999). 
Based on wellbore stability models, minimum and maximum mud weights (mud weight 
window) can be recommended to avoid both types of failures.  
The essential components for analyzing wellbore mechanics are stresses and strains. 
Stress can be simply defined as the force that is applied per unit area of the rock. When 
the force applied is not normal to the surface, stress is split into two components. The two 
components are normal stress (σ) and shear stress (τ). 
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Similarly, strain is defined as the displacement of a specific particle within the surface 
upon which the force is applied. A permanently strained sample that, it does not return to 
its original shape.  
Rock failure is a result of a force or stress applied to the rock that is sufficient to cause a 
permanent deformation. Depending on the stress, material and its geometry, different 
types of failure occur. As discussed before, the two main types of failures are 
compressive and tensile. 
There are different types of tests to evaluate the rock mechanical properties of the 
samples such as uni-axial stress test and tri-axial stress test. The rock mechanical tests 
measure the mechanical properties of the rock which include Young’s Modulus (E), 
Poisson’s ratio (v), Uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), Cohesion (c), Internal friction 
angle (φ) and Shear angle (β). 
During the rock mechanics tests, the stress-strain relationship of the sample shows 
different regions.  The first region is known as the elastic region which ends at the yield 
point. After the yield point, the inelastic region begins and this region consists of uniaxial 
compressive strength point and ductile and brittle regions. When stress is applied on a 
sample in the elastic region and is then subsequently released, the sample restores its 
original state and no permanent deformation occurs. The point after which a sample does 
not return to its original shape is called the yield point and the corresponding stress is 
known as the yield stress as shown in Figure 1. After that, the sample enters the uniaxial 
compressive strength region. At the tip of the stress-strain graph is the point of Uniaxial 
compressive strength which is the maximum stress that sample can handle. This is the 
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point after which rock failure starts. In the ductile region, a permanent deformation 
occurs but the sample still has some ability to support the applied stress. Finally, the 
brittle region is reached where that ability is significantly reduced and rock failure takes 
place. The following figure explains this sequence. 
 
Figure 1: Stress vs. deformation in a uniaxial test. 
 
Shear failure occurs when a normal stress that is applied to a plane reaches a critical 
value. Hence, shear failure could be expressed as a function of normal stress. Here, the 
concept of Mohr circles is introduced and explained as in the figure below to calculate 
the critical stress before shear failure occurs. The failure occurs when the circle touches 
the failure envelope.  
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 Figure 2: Mohr’s circles and the shear failure line 
 
Mogi Coulomb is another failure criterion that is based on unconfined compressive 
strength, angle of internal friction and intermediate stresses. In this model, the UCS is 
modified from the log prediction to account for plasticity and other effects and the 
friction angle is used to locate the failure envelope. The equation is: 
 
2,* moct ba                       (1.1) 
 
where  
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1, 2 and 3 are three principal stresses and  is the friction angle. The Maximum 
Tensile Stress criterion predicts failure as soon as the minimum effective principal stress 
reaches the tensile strength of the rock.  
 
TSTR'3                            (1.2) 
For Wellbore stability analysis, the stress around the wellbore must be expressed in 
cylindrical co-ordinates due to the shape of the hole. The Cartesian co-ordinates are the 
original co-ordinates of the earth before drilling. Once the hole is drilled, the cylindrical 
co-ordinates are introduced. A set of equations are used to convert from cartesian to 
cylindrical co-ordinates.     
To calculate the mud weight window, the in-situ stress (which is the vertical stress), 
minimum horizontal stress and maximum horizontal stress are estimated. The vertical 
stress is evaluated by the integration of the multiplication product of the density log 
profile and depth profile. Normally, the minimum horizontal stress is evaluated through 
many techniques. However, the micro-frac method is used in this study. The micro frac-
test generates the closure pressure of the intentionally fraced formation and this value is 
the actual minimum horizontal stress at this particular depth and will be used for the 
calibration purposes. The minimum horizontal stress profile will be estimated through the 
correlation of vertical stress. The maximum horizontal stress is calculated by a set of 
equations using the minimum horizontal stress and rock mechanical properties as done in 
this study.  
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1.2 Objective 
Many of the wells drilled in Field X, significant rig downtime was experienced due to 
wellbore instabilities. Most of the instability problems originated from the encountered 
shale formations. While drilling, many problems were encountered such as stuck pipe 
tight hole, over pull and lost circulation.  
The objective of this work is to build a 1-D geomechanical model in order to avoid 
wellbore instability related issues experienced in Field X.  Five vertical wells were 
selected and characterize and measure the rock mechanical properties, formation 
pressure, full in situ stress magnitudes and stress orientations. The 1-D geomechanical 
model is then validated with the failure history. This will help in understanding the 
wellbore stability related issues for a particular field in Saudi Arabia. 
Objectives of the project include: 
1. To measure the rock mechanical properties governing shale strength using 
preserved core samples. 
2. To calibrate and construct the profile of the rock properties. 
3. To estimate the in-situ stresses, stresses around the wellbore and pore pressure. 
4. To integrate the rock properties profile into a wellbore instability model along 
with in-situ stresses profile. 
5. To predict of the critical mud weight window with respect to depth, azimuth and 
inclination. Explore different options in the modeling to get best match between 
predictions and observations. 
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6. To validate the model by field failure cases (stuck pipe, tight hole, over pull and 
lost circulation).  
7. To analyze field data to address any discrepancy between model predictions and 
field observations.  
1.3 Data Assessment 
Building a Mechanical Earth Model (MEM) consists of integrating data from various 
sources in order to accurately describe the formations in terms of geomechanical 
attributes, and the data assessment is the first step in the generation of a MEM. Data 
assessment is conducted to identify completeness, correctness and availability of the 
input data that is relevant to the construction of a MEM. A brief summary of data 
relevant for the present geomechanical study, including the selected wells are provided in 
Table 1 to Table 6. The availability of the data is indicated by Y (available) and N (not-
available). Most of the calibration data including rock mechanical properties, image log, 
micro-frac test, formation pressure measurements (RDT) was available for WELL L. The 
measured formation pressure gradient as shown in Table 6, using RDT test was in the 
range of 68 - 70 pcf (0.47 - 0.48 psi/ft) in the selected formations. The estimated closure 
pressure gradient from micro-frac test was in the range of 106 - 120 pcf (0.73 - 0.83 
psi/ft). 
Figures 3 and 4 show the coverage of open hole logs and includes gamma ray, density, 
porosity, sonic (compression and shear), resistivity and caliper analysis. The mud logging 
data including lithology, GR and formation tops for the five vertical wells is shown in 
Figure 5. Daily drilling analysis for selected wells (offshore and onshore) was used to 
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conduct post-drilling review and to construct Time vs. Depth plots (refer to section 5.2 
analysis of daily drilling report). 
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Table 1: Availability well log and image data for selected vertical wells. 
WELL GR CALI RHOB NPHI DTCO DTSM RES 
IMAGE 
DATA 
WELL A Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N 
WELL B Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N 
WELL L Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
WELL C Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N 
WELL D Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N 
 
Table 2: Availability of drilling data for selected vertical wells. 
Well DDR 
MUD 
LOG 
PRESSURE 
DATA  
(RDT) 
FRACTURING 
DATA  
(Micro-Frac) 
ECD SURVEY 
WELL A Y Y N N Y Y 
WELL B Y Y N N Y Y 
WELL L Y N Y Y Y Y 
WELL C Y N N N Y Y 
WELL D Y Y N N Y Y 
 
Table 3: Availability of geology and core data for selected vertical wells. 
WELL 
WELL  
TOPS 
UCS 
YOUNG’S 
MODULUS 
POISSON’S 
RATIO 
FRICTION 
ANGLE 
CORE 
GR 
XRD 
WELL L Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
WELL 
AA 
Y Y Y Y Y N N 
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Table 4: Summary of available drilling data for selected lateral Wells 
Well 
WELL 
TOPS 
GR DDR  SURVEY  
WELL G Y Y Y Y 
WELL N Y Y Y Y 
WELL O Y Y Y Y 
WELL H Y Y Y Y 
WELL P Y Y Y Y 
WELL I Y Y Y Y 
WELL J Y Y Y Y 
WELL E Y N Y Y  
WELL K Y N Y Y  
WELL M Y N Y Y  
WELL F Y N Y Y  
 
Table 5: Closure and breakdown pressure data for WELL L from micro-frac test 
Well Formation 
Depth 
(MD-
ft) 
Closure Data  Breakdown Data 
(psi) (pcf) (psi) (pcf) 
WELL L 
Rumaila 5097 4200 119 4740 134 
Wara 5390 4480 120 6125 164 
Safaniya 5595 4115 106 6500 167 
Biyadh 6886 5725 120 7385 154 
 
Table 6: Formation pressure for WELL L from RDT test 
Well Formation 
Depth (MD-
ft) 
Formation Pressure Data 
(psi) (pcf) 
WELL L 
Wara 5372 2547 68.3 
Safaniya 5700 2684 67.8 
Khafji 
5861 2759 67.8 
6237 2937 67.8 
Biyadh 6832 3265 68.8 
Buwaib 7234 3535 70.4 
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Figure 3: Available open hole logs and casing design information for vertical Wells 
WELL A, WELL B and WELL D  
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 Figure 4: Available open hole logs (12-¼” section) and casing design 
information for vertical Wells WELL L and WELL C. 
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Figure 5: Mechanical stratigraphy for the selected vertical Wells WELL L, WELL B, 
WELL A, WELL C and WELL D.  
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1.4 Methodology  
The fundamental approach for any geomechanical analysis is to integrate all available 
data or indications of rock mechanical properties, in-situ stress, and pore pressure, into a 
One Dimensional Mechanical Earth Model (1D-MEM). Subsequently, this 1D-MEM is 
calibrated using available measurements and observations in order to arrive at an 
internally consistent representation of the key geomechanical properties and parameters 
needed for subsequent analyses and engineering designs (Plumb et al., 2000).  
Consolidated daily drilling reports incorporating all the important parameters and 
operational details pertaining to wellbore instability were prepared for 16 wells. The 1D-
MEMs for selected vertical wells (training wells) WELL A, WELL B, WELL L, WELL 
C and WELL D (from offshore) were constructed using open hole conventional log data. 
Drilling related information of other lateral wells, both from onshore and offshore, were 
also incorporated in the present study to identify the root cause of wellbore instability 
related issues. The lateral wells included WELL E, WELL K, WELL M, WELL F, 
WELL Q, WELL S, WELL R, WELL T, WELL U, (from offshore) and WELL G, 
WELL N, WELL O, WELL H, WELL P, WELL I, WELL J WELL V, WELL W, WELL 
X, WELL Y, WELL Z, WELL AA  (from onshore). No open hole logs were available in 
any of the lateral wells, only information from drilling events was reviewed to understand 
the nature of problems encountered while drilling these wells. 
Log based rock mechanical properties were calibrated using laboratory values before 
using them as input in the geomechanical simulation software.  The best match failure 
criterion between drilling events and the prediction is used. 
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2. CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
It has been reported in the literature (Hassan et al., 1999) that the wellbore instability is 
caused mainly by mechanical factors. Conventional approaches for the wellbore 
instability events, such as switching to oil-based mud (OBM) or high-salinity water-based 
mud (WBM) to combat suspected reactive, water-sensitive shales has not worked; neither 
has the increase of mud weight in some tight hole, or shale spalling situations.  
It was found that rock mechanics is an important factor in drilling a stable hole. The types 
of in-situ stress regimes and, failure mechanisms and rock mechanical properties are all 
integrating in instability mechanism. A geomechanical simulator helps in avoiding 
instability problems and shows the limitation to make a stabile hole.   
The literature review covers the main areas of concern related to wellbore stability issues. 
The following topics will be discussed in the next sections: Field cases of instability; and 
calibration of mechanical properties.  
2.1 Field Cases of Instability 
Design of wells using rock mechanical principle is well reported (Bol et al., 1994, Morita 
et al., 1994, Wong et al., 1994).  (Fuh et al., 1991, Russell et al., 2006)  a post drilling 
data was used to design the horizontal well in Vlieland in the Dutch sector of North Sea. 
The rock mechanical properties along with in situ stress and pore pressure of eight 
verticals wells were estimated. The new design of horizontal well was successfully 
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implemented. The experience of drilling the vertical wells must be improved before the 
implementation to drill the horizontal wells, otherwise will resulting to instabilities 
situation. Non-reactive shale was experienced with Saidin and Smith (2000) in 
Terengganu shale in the Bekok Field, Malaysia. Many wellbore instability issues were 
encountered even though with Oil Based Mud (OBM) was being used. The mechanical 
instability was the main issue and the mud weight analysis had a great impact in solving 
the issue (Saidin et al., 2000). 
(Al-Buraik et al., 1993)  a new drilling practice was implanted successfully to solve the 
instability issue. Shale and sand-shale layers are being drilled in a sandstone reservoir 
that lead to stuck pipe and many instability problems. This problem was partially solved 
by reaming the motored hole with stiff, non-drilling reaming assembly before running the 
liner or casing. 
Cheatham et al. found that the Wellbore stability is affected by either mechanical or 
chemical interaction between the wellbore and the walls of the hole (Cheatham Jr, 1984). 
Hole enlargement and caving were encountered by the hydration of swelling shales. Also, 
it was discovered that the lost circulation and blowout are results of improper mud 
weight. Lost circulation occurred due to excessive mud weight/ blowout while hole 
collapse occurred due to low mud weight.     
When the difference between wellbore pressure and formation pore pressure is more than 
the sum of the compressive stress around the wellbore and the tensile strength of the rock, 
fracture occurs. Tensile stress is always neglected due to its small value and can be zero 
across pre-existing fractures. 
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In another study, preserved shale cores were used in Zulf field and the chemical and 
mechanical stability were analyzed (Abbas et al., 2006). The shale mineralogy showed 
the high kaolinite which is dispersive shale and not swelling shale. Rock mechanics 
properties were measured and integrated into porochemoelastic model to predict the mud 
weight window. Other similar studies rock mechanic properties and instabilities in 
wellbores of shales were examined (Manohar Lal et al., 1999, Hawkes et al., 2000, 
Simangunsong et al., 2006).  
Mohiuddin et al. explained in his paper that the experience of the vertical drilling is not 
effective enough to be redeveloped and used in drilling horizontal wells (Mohiuddin et 
al., 2007). Consequently the rate of failure was very high; 3 out 4 wells drilled failed. A 
new method of analysis was introduced using field drilling parameters like initial mud 
weight, mud weight increment, and problems per well. The analysis was focused on three 
instability aspects which are wellbore wall collapse, differential sticking and mud 
invasion/pore pressure penetration. Lack of data led to incorrect mud weight. 
Geomechanical software was used with inputs of rock mechanical properties and in-situ 
stress information and the mud weight window was estimated. When wells were drilled 
outside the safe mud weight window and had sidetrack operation, 40% wells had cases of 
stuck pipe. On the other hand, only 10% of the wells drilled within the safe mud weight 
window faced problems. This shows the importance of operation within the safe mud 
weight window. 
Another example of non-reactive shale is shown in drilling in the western Canadian 
overthrust belt.  Wellbore instability resulting in stuck pipes requiring fishing, washing 
over or sidetracks.  The problematic shales were hard and inter-bedded by weak rocks 
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like coal.  This information led to better design of mud weights and rheology (Woodland, 
1990). 
(Lowrey et al., 1995) discussed an experienced of a successful implantation of 
geomechanics in offshore Nigeria. Many instability problems were encountered while 
drilling shale formation. A geomechanical simulator was used with all the required inputs 
and calibrations. The resultant mud weight showed an improvement in wellbore 
instability. 
Santarelli et al. concluded that lack of in-situ stress related data could lead to continued 
wellbore instability problems (Santarelli et al., 1996). Many stuck pipes and tight holes 
were encountered in a particular azimuth which corresponded with the maximum 
horizontal stress. The horizontal stresses distribution was not known. The non-inhibitive 
water based mud gave better results compared to other mud system.  The standard 
drilling practices planned during appraisal drilling were continued with few 
modifications. Santarelli et al. presented a case study of drilling in highly fractured 
volcanic rocks at great depths (Santarelli et al., 1992).  They used an oil based mud which 
was not effective in resolving the wellbore instability issues as the clay was not reactive. 
The analysis showed that the main mechanism of instability was mud penetration in 
fractures which led to eventual erosion of the wellbore wall due to inadequate wall 
support. By using a discrete element model, fracture rock mass was simulated. The result 
leads to determining the proper mud weight window. The new mud weight window was 
lower than that being used. On the other hand, water based mud was used with successful 
results. It is concluded that increasing the mud weight is not always a solution.  
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Wellbore instability issues were encountered in Gulf of Suez, Mediterranean Sea and 
offshore Egypt. A mechanical earth model was built and the mud weight prediction is 
higher than the one being used. The solution was to drill with OBM and use the new 
higher mud weight window  
Many wellbore instability problems were experienced in ABK Field (offshore Abu 
Dhabi), while drilling horizontal wells (Onaisi et al., 2000). However, there were no 
significant problems encountered while drilling vertical wells. The rock mechanical 
properties and in-situ stresses were analyzed. The results showed that the current mud 
weight was less than the one predicted in the analysis. The RM simulation predicted 
higher mud weights than the one used. 
Instabilities are caused by many reasons. The formations that are drilled could have weak 
or brittle rocks and other rocks are sensitive which required special drilling fluids system. 
Wellbore instability must be carried out with taking into account many aspect and 
consideration. Increasing the mud weight or switch to OBM may not be the way out. It 
must be studied very well to come up with the best solution for the instability.    
2.2 Calibration of Mechanical Properties 
The rock mechanical properties are calculated by two different approaches. The first 
called elastic static properties that estimated from the lab results. The second is 
correlation based form sonic and density logs that called elastic dynamic. The static 
properties are then calibrated with the dynamic. Then the calibrated static properties will 
be used in geomechanical simulator. 
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It is reported in the literature that the static properties are more representative for 
modeling (Warpinski et al., 1998). The static and dynamic Poisson’s ratio are affected by 
share stress. A mathematical relation is established between the static and dynamic 
Poisson’s ratio(Larsen et al., 2000). 
(Gatens III et al., 1990, Ahmed et al., 1991) the simple regression technique method is 
widely used in the industry.  The above technique is used to calibrate sonic log derived 
mechanical properties with static measurements. Correlation is developed between static 
and dynamic measurements by best curve fitting procedures. (Rahim et al., 2001) 
presented the mathematical algorithm for building rock mechanical profile. That includes 
calibrating dynamic Young’s Modulus and Passion’s ratio with static properties. The 
minimum horizontal stress was calibrated by history matching results.   
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3. CHAPTER 3 
ROCK MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
The stability of rock under different loading conditions in the subsurface environment 
during drilling, production and stimulation is controlled by the strength of the formation. 
Rock mechanical properties are therefore basic and essential parameters for any 
geomechanical analysis and prediction(Goodman, 1980). The rock mechanical properties 
include elastic constants (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio), and rock strength data 
such as uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and friction angle (FANG).  
Log data, namely compressional and shear slowness and bulk density, are utilized to 
compute Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio and UCS along the depth in a given 
formation. The continuous profiles of these data along the depth of a wellbore give 
important indication of natural variations of the formation’s stiffness and strength in 
different layers.  
3.1 Lab Data Analysis 
Triaxial tests of core samples from different formations in WELL L were conducted and 
another rock mechanical lab test was performed on samples obtained from an exploration 
in 2004 of WELL AA. The data from WELL AA was used to calibrate the estimated rock 
strength and elastic properties in Safaniya, Khafji and Shuaiba formations. The WELL L 
core samples were mainly shale and sand plugs. The lab test results from WELL AA is 
summarized and presented in Table 9.  
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The lab experiments done for this work were performed exclusively on samples from 
WELL L. Several samples from Rumaila, Wara, Biyadh and Buwaib formations were 
tested. Normally, mainly shale with traces of sand and carbonates are found in Rumaila, 
Wara, Biyadh and Buwaib formations. Accordingly, the majority of the tests were 
conducted on shale plugs while few tests were performed on sand and carbonates 
samples. 
The core plugs from WELL L were characterized using Gamma Ray (GR)  and were 
compared with the measured GR from logs to determine the correction due to depth shift 
that normally arises during well coring operations. The measured depth shift between 
core and log for Rumaila, Wara, Biyadh, top Buwaib and bottom Buwaib were 
approximately 1.42, 1.28, 1.91, 1.0, 0.66 feet respectively.  
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis was also performed on core plugs from WELL L that 
were also used for rock mechanical tests. XRD analysis was not conducted on each 
sample depth and was, alternatively, averaged over the entire core sample.  
The results from the core to log depth shift and XRD analysis are presented in Figure 6 
and Table 7 respectively. The results from the rock mechanical lab tests are summarized 
in Table 8 for Shale, Sand and Carbonates. Various correlations for static Young’s 
Modulus (E_STA), static Poisson’s Ratio (PR_STA) and Unconfined Compressive Strength 
(UCS) were derived using the core data and corresponding log derived parameters for 
shale, sand and carbonate facies.  
The detailed procedure to evaluate and calibrate elastic and rock strength properties in 
selected five vertical wells will be discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 6: Core-Log depth shift analysis  results for WELL L.  
RUML formation
Log_depth=core_depth+1.42’
WARA formation
Log_depth=core_depth+1.28’
BYDH formation
Log_depth=core_depth+1.91’ 
Top BUWB formation
Log_depth=core_depth+1.00’
Bottom BUWB  formation
Log_depth=core_depth+0.66’
RUMAILA BIYADH
BUWAIB
WARA
RUML WARA BUWB-1BYDH BUWB-2
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Table 7: X-Ray diffraction analysis of core samples collected from WELL L (Approximate weight 
percentages) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RUML formation
Log_depth=core_depth+1.42’
WARA formation
Log_depth=core_depth+1.28’
BYDH formation
Log_depth=core_depth+1.91’ 
Top BUWB formation
Log_depth=core_depth+1.00’
Bottom BUWB  formation
Log_depth=core_depth+0.66’
RUMAILA BIYADH
BUWAIB
WARA
RUML WARA BUWB-1BYDH BUWB-2
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Table 8:. Results of Lab Test Conducted on Core Samples from Rumaila, Wara, Biyadh and Buwaib formation 
for WELL L. 
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Table 9:. Results of Lab Test Conducted on Core Samples from Safaniya, Khafji and Shuaiba formation for 
WELL AA. 
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3.2 Dynamic Elastic Properties 
Elastic rock properties such as the Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ration represent the 
deformation behavior of the rock. As seen in Figure 1 in Chapter 1, the stress-strain 
behavior of rock is dependent upon the type of rock. The stress-strain relationship for 
isotropic elastic materials can be calculated using the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio.  
Elastic rock properties are basic inputs in determining rock strength and in-situ stresses. 
Static properties can be determined from the slope of stress-strain curves of laboratory 
compressive tests. On the other hand, dynamic elastic properties such as Dynamic Shear 
Modulus, Dynamic Bulk Modulus, Dynamic Young’s Modulus and the Dynamic 
Poisson’s Ratio can be calculated from compressional and shear slowness. Using 
compressional and shear slowness log data as well as with the bulk density log data, 
dynamic elastic properties were calculated using the published correlations below (Fjar et 
al., 1992): 
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where GDYN is the dynamic shear modulus in Mpsi, KDYN is the dynamic bulk modulus in 
Mpsi, EDYN is the dynamic Young’s modulus in Mpsi, DYN  is the dynamic Poisson’s 
ratio, b is bulk density in g/cm3, and ts and tc are shear slowness and compressional 
slowness (both in s/ft), respectively. 
The elastic properties determined directly from Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are termed 
dynamic since the measurements are conducted with very high frequencies (around 10 
kHz), involve very small strains, and the formations exhibit what is essentially an un-
drained response. 
Mechanical laboratory tests showed that, during propagation of an elastic wave under 
these dynamic conditions, rocks exhibit a stiffer response than they would under static 
loading. In fact, the weaker and more flexible the rock is, the larger the differences are 
between the dynamic and static properties. Static data are needed for more accurate 
prediction of rock properties and in-situ stresses.  
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3.3 Static Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio 
Several correlations (Figure 7) were developed to estimate the E_STA profile. These 
correlations are based on core E_STA and corresponding log parameters such bulk density 
(RHOB), neutron porosity (PHIE) and EDYN and were developed for the rock facies to 
estimate continuous static Young’s modulus profile. Separate correlations of E_STA and 
PR_STA were developed for shale, sand and carbonate to ensure the accuracy of the model 
that will be developed later in this thesis. Out of all of the shown correlations for sand 
and shale, the ones based on dynamic Young’s modulus (Equations 3.5 and 3.6) were 
selected to obtain the property profiles and were used in the subsequent calculations. Best 
mathematical fit (R
2
) was the main criterion to choose these correlations:  
shaleDYNE
shaleSTAE
_*7752.0
_ exp1196.0          (3.5) 
sandDYNE
sandSTAE
_*7945.0
_ exp1403.0          (3.6) 
 
Due to limited lab test data for carbonate facies the static Young’s modulus was 
estimated using published correlation (Chang et al., 2006) based on dynamic Young’s 
Modulus. 
carbdyncarbsta EE __ *7792.0           (3.7) 
 
In Equations (3.5) to (3.7), E_STA and E_DYN are the static and dynamic Young’s modulus 
(Mpsi) respectively. 
Subsequently, two correlations based on density and dynamic Poisson’s ratios were 
developed to estimate static Poisson’s ratio (Figure 8). The correlations for shale and 
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sand selected for the next steps of the current geomechanical analysis are shown below 
(3.8 and 3.9):  
shaleDYNPR
shaleSTAPR
_*5855.0
_ exp1542.0          (3.8) 
sandDYNPR
sandSTAPR
_*9817.0
_ exp1341.0          (3.9) 
 
In Equations (3.8) and (3.9) PR_DYN and PR_STA are dynamic and static Poisson’s ratio, 
respectively. 
In Khafji, Safaniya and Shuaiba formations, static Poisson’s ratio was calibrated using 
the lab test data from WELL AA and was set equal to dynamic Poisson’s ratio.  
3.4 Rock Strength Parameters 
Several correlations for UCS that were developed using core and corresponding log 
parameters (RHOB, DTCO, PHIE, E_DYN and G_DYN) are presented in Figure 9. Since 
the UCS measurements were available only for 11 depths, the obtained correlation with 
dynamic shear modulus was used to calibrate against the measured UCS data from the lab 
(Equation 3.10). For carbonates, a published correlation (Chang et al., 2006) based on 
static Young’s modulus (Equation 3.11) was used. 
9697.0
_ )(*28.838 shaleDYNshale GUCS         (3.10) 
51.0
_ )(*8.13 carbSTAcarb EUCS                        (3.11) 
 
Where UCScarb is unconfined compressive strength (MPa) and ESTA_carb is the static 
Young’s modulus (GPa) for carbonates facies respectively.  
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The friction angle (FANG) depends on several factors including mineralogy, lithological 
variations, porosity and shaliness. In the present study constant values of FANG were used 
for different facies. For shale, sand and carbonate samples from WELL L, FANG values 
are approximately 25°, 35° and 42° respectively. These values are in agreement with the 
lab data for cores obtained from WELL L. 
Tensile strength of the formation is used to evaluate the tensile failure of the borehole due 
to stress concentration. Compared to UCS, tensile strength is very low, and is normally in 
the range of 1/12 to 1/8 of the UCS. Therefore, an estimated average tensile strength of   
1/10 of UCS was used for this study.  
Figure 10 shows the estimated rock properties (E_STA, PR_STA, UCS and FANG) profile 
along with the core test data for WELL L, the estimated rock properties are in good 
agreement with the lab test data. Hence, the developed correlations can be used with 
some degree of confidence to estimate the rock properties for other nearby Wells in Field 
X. 
Figure 11 through Figure 15 illustrate the rock mechanical properties of selected Wells 
WELL A, WELL B, WELL L, WELL C and WELL D respectively. The description of 
graphs in these figures, from left to right, is as follows: 
Column 1: Measured Depth (MD) and Formation tops . 
Column 2: Formation lithology. 
Column 3: Gamma ray log. 
Column 4: Total Vertical Depth (TVD). 
Column 5:  Compressional slowness (DTCO) and shear slowness (DTSM). 
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Column 6:  Porosity (NPL) and Density (RHOB) logs. 
Column 7:  Static Young’s modulus (E_STA). 
Column 8:  Static Poisson’s ratios (PR_STA). 
Column 9:  Unconfined compressive strength (UCS), tensile strength (TSTR) and  
Column 10:  Friction angle (FANG). 
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Figure 7: Correlations generated based on core and log data to estimate static Young’s 
modulus (E_STA) using lab test data from WELL L. The correlation based on dynamic 
Young’s modulus (E_DYN) was selected for subsequent calculations.   
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Figure 8: Correlations generated based on core and log data to estimate static Poisson’s 
ratio (PR_STA) using lab test data from Well L. The correlation based on dynamic 
Poisson’s ratio (PR_DYN) was selected for subsequent calculations.  
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Figure 9: Various correlations generated based on core and log data (shale samples) 
were used to estimate unconfined compressive strength (UCS) using lab test data from 
Well L.  
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Figure 10: showing estimated rock properties (E_STA, PR_STA, UCS and FANG) profile using 
selected correlation along with the core test data in different formations for Well L. The dots 
in each column represent results from core tests. 
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Figure 11: Input logs and rock mechanical property profiles for WELL A in 12-¼” hole 
section. The properties were estimated using the selected correlations for E_STA, PR_STA, 
UCS, TSTR.  
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Figure 12: Input logs and rock mechanical property profiles for WELL B in 12-¼” hole 
section. The properties were estimated using the selected correlations for E_STA, PR_STA, 
UCS, TSTR. 
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Figure 13: Input logs and rock mechanical property profiles in WELL L in 12-¼” hole 
section. Also, the marked dots represent the corresponding core test data points. The 
yellow lines are the average values from the core tests performed on samples from 
WELL AA. The properties were estimated using the selected correlations for E_STA, 
PR_STA, UCS, TSTR.  
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Figure 14: Input logs and rock mechanical property profiles for WELL C in 12-¼” hole 
section. The properties were estimated using the selected correlations for E_STA, PR_STA, 
UCS, and TSTR. 
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Figure 15: Input logs and rock mechanical property profiles for WELL D in 12-¼” hole 
section. The properties were estimated using the selected correlations for E_STA, PR_STA, 
UCS, and TSTR. 
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4. CHAPTER 4 
IN SITU STRESS 
This chapter will introduce the concept of in-situ stresses that are experienced by the 
rocks at different depths in multiple formations. These in-situ stress profiles will later be 
plugged into the mechanical earth model to determine the stress distribution around the 
wellbore.  
4.1 Vertical (Overburden) Stress 
The overburden stress at a given depth below ground surface is the weight of the 
overlaying earth material. This stress can be calculated by integrating the density log 
profile of the formations is expressed by the following equation: 
  
z
z dzgz
0
   (4.1) 
 
Where z is overburden stress,  is formation density and g is gravitational constant. 
Unavailability of data for certain formations and quality of the density log can affect the 
calculated overburden stress. In the interval where the density was missing, the density 
profile was calculated using a power law curve as shown below: 
 )(0 AGWDTVDAsurb   (4.2) 
 
Where sur, A0 and  are three fitting parameters, TVD is true vertical depth, WD (0 in 
this case) is water depth and AG is air gap. 
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Three reference points (b) from known density profile were plugged into the power law 
equation to determine the fitting parameters (sur, A0 and ) for the wells with missing 
density log profiles. This power law curve was extrapolated to determine the density 
profile for certain formations in these wells. The vertical stress profile for selected wells 
is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Vertical stress (Overburden) profile for selected wells from Field X. On average, 
the overburden gradient was around 1.0 psi/ft.  
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4.2  Pore Pressure 
Pore pressure is an important component in a MEM, and critical to the calculation of 
horizontal stresses, wellbore stability analysis and other geomechanics applications. 
Sonic or resistivity logs can be used to identify pore pressure trends in shale which can 
then be used to estimate the pore pressures. However, the estimated pore pressure needs 
to be calibrated by pore pressure measurements or drilling data. If pore pressure 
measurements are available, pore pressure can also be estimated using constant pressure 
gradients that are calculated from the pressure measurements. 
Eaton’s method (Mouchet et al., 1989) (Figure 17) was used in the current study to 
estimate the pore pressure for WELL L. The adjusted power used in the Eaton’s equation 
was n=2.0 to fit our pore pressure profile. In non-shale formations, the interpolation 
method was implemented to develop a profile that was subsequently calibrated against 
formation pressure measurements (RDT) tests (refer to Table 5). The same approach was 
used in the other studied wells and the resultant pore pressure profiles are presented in 
Figure 18. 
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Figure 17: Pore pressure profile evaluated for WELL L.
  
 
Figure 18: Pore pressure profile for selected wells from Field X, (on average estimated pore 
pressure gradient was around 0.48 psi/ft). 
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4.3 Horizontal Stress Direction 
Orientation of the minimum horizontal stress, based on the results of image interpretation 
for WELL L, was found to be around 110
0
NE which matches well with the regional data. 
Figure 19 shows the orientation of the borehole breakouts (refer to Section 5.1) 
 
 
Figure 19: Orientation of borehole breakouts from image interpretation analysis of 
WELL L 
 
4.4 Horizontal Stress Magnitudes 
The poro-elastic horizontal strain model (Fjaer et al, 1992) was used to model the 
magnitudes of the minimum (Equation 4.3) and maximum (Equation 4.4) horizontal 
stresses.  
yxpVh
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Here, the two horizontal strains εx and εy are compressional (for tectonic compression) or 
extensional (for lateral spreading), and can be treated simply as calibration factors that 
are adjusted to best-match the resulting stress estimates to micro-frac test data or/and 
rock failure seen in image logs. 
The most comprehensive process available for estimating the magnitudes of horizontal 
stresses at a single well location, and particularly to determine the magnitude of H., 
involves initial estimation of the minimum and the maximum horizontal stresses. This 
estimate normally lies between the closure pressure and breakdown pressure from micro-
frac tests. These estimates are then used to generate a more specific prediction of 
horizontal stresses. Finally, these stresses are further calibrated and validated by using as 
much information as is available to achieve a final model that is internally consistent.  
The single well approach (illustrated in Figure 20) was used in the current study to 
quantify the horizontal stresses magnitudes using micro-frac data and image logs. The 
resultant stress profiles for WELL L including vertical and horizontal stresses as well as 
micro-frac data are presented in Figure 21. The horizontal stress magnitudes were 
estimated using equations 4.3 and 4.4. Magnitude of minimum horizontal stress (Sig-h) 
was calibrated using closure pressure values from the micro-frac tests in WELL L, while 
the magnitude of maximum horizontal stress (Sig-H) was calibrated indirectly using 
breakdown pressure from micro-frac data (refer to Table 5). Fine tuning of the models 
was achieved by adjusting the strain terms in the equations (4.3 and 4.4) for horizontal 
stress to best match the occurrences of breakout seen in caliper and image logs in the 
selected wells. Figure 22 shows the horizontal stress profile for selected vertical wells. 
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Figure 20: Process for determining in-situ stress magnitudes at a single well location. 
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Figure 21: Horizontal stress profiles for WELL L. The magnitude of minimum 
horizontal stress was calibrated using the closure pressure data from the micro-frac test 
conducted in WELL L, while the magnitude of maximum horizontal stress was calibrated 
indirectly using the breakdown pressures. The first column on the right shows overburden 
and two horizontal stress profiles. 
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Figure 22: Estimated horizontal stress profile for selected Wells from Field X.
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5. CHAPTER 5 
WELLBORE STABILITY 
The calibration of the Mechanical Earth Model (MEM) was performed using historical 
data of actual failures that occurred while drilling and the observed hole condition from 
image and caliper logs. The input data used for the calibration of the MEM were the 
estimated rock mechanical properties, pore pressure and calibrated vertical and horizontal 
stresses.  
5.1 Image Interpretation analysis of WELL L 
Image interpretation analysis was performed on the image log acquired from WELL L. 
Figure 23 shows composite integrated plot from image log in WELL L, while Figure 24 
shows that the manual dip picking of borehole breakouts is toward NE-110. The breakout 
has occurred in the direction of the minimum horizontal stress. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that, the resultant orientation of the minimum horizontal stress is NE-110. 
Consequently, the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress was calculated to be NE-
200 as the maximum horizontal stress is always perpendicular to the minimum horizontal 
stress. 
Figure 25 shows zoomed images for Maudud and Shuaiba formation from OMRI image 
for WELL L. Several cement plugs were pumped to cure the losses in WELL L. However, 
the image log showed natural fractures in the formation and the losses were not caused by 
high mud weight.  
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Figure 23: Composite integrated plot from OMRI image log acquired in WELL L, 
showing static and dynamic OMRI images along with Gamma Ray (GR), Resistivity 
(RF), Density (RHOB), Neutron (NPHI) and Caliper (CALI) logs. 
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Figure 24: OMRI image with manual dip picking of the borehole breakouts, showing 
strike orientation towards NE-110, which represent the direction of minimum horizontal 
stress (Sig-h). 
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Figure 25: Zoomed images for Maudud and Shuaiba formation from OMRI image for 
WELL L.  
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5.2 Analysis of Daily Drilling Report (DDR) 
The occurrence of failures in the drilling history in the existing wells provides good 
reference points to calibrate results from the wellbore stability analysis model. This 
analysis can lead to a better understanding of the nature of failures. 
The assessment of drilling history of the selected 27 wells from Field X (offshore and 
onshore) lead to identifying incidents of wellbore instability. Tables 10 and 11 show 40 
wellbore instability events (mud losses, stuck pipe, tight holes, pack-off and over-pull) 
that were experienced while drilling 27 wells have been extracted and used for validation 
of the MEM.   
It was observed that in most of the selected vertical wells, no severe mud losses were 
experienced except in WELL L where total losses occurred while drilling through 
Maudud formation. Presence of fracture in the Maudud formation was the main reason 
for the losses as explained in Section 5.1.  
For selected lateral wells, either partial or complete mud losses were recorded while 
drilling Aruma, Maudud, Wara, Safaniya, Shuaiba and Biyadh formations. Partial losses 
were mostly cured by pumping lost circulation materials (LCM) (e.g. Marble, Barofiber, 
Mica etc.), while total/complete losses were cured through a combination of LCM and 
cements plugs. Drilling mud weights ranging from 70-76 pcf (Oil Base Mud) were used 
to drill 12-¼” hole sections of all the selected wells. In the selected lateral wells, no real 
impact of wellbore azimuth and deviation on mud losses and stuck pipe/tight hole 
incidents was observed as shown by the rose plot in Figure 26.  
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Data assessment shows that most of stuck pipe, tight holes, pack-off and over-pull 
incidents were observed during pull out of the hole (POOH) operation. These incidents 
could possibly be due to low mud weights used to drill relatively weak shaly layers 
across Aruma, Ahmadi, Safaniya, Khafji, Biyadh and Buwaib formations.  
The stuck pipes were mostly released by working the drill pipe, adding glycol pills or by 
performing acid jobs for more critical situations. In some cases, when none of these 
methods worked, side track operation was performed. None of the selected wells 
encountered gas flow/well kicks in the12-¼” hole section. 
The Time versus Depth plots for the selected 16 vertical and lateral wells from Field X 
(offshore and onshore), are shown in Appendix A. Relevant information from plots was 
then used to perform a history match to calibrate results from the wellbore stability 
analysis. The problems encountered during drilling are highlighted in these graphs and, 
together with extra wells in Table 11, are later plotted on the final mud weight profile to 
validate the MEM. 
These graphs show the depth, date, formation tops and mud weights for the drilling 
operations. The summary of the drilling events are also highlighted in these plots.  
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Table 10: Details of the wells where mud loss events were observed. 
Serial 
number Well  Azimuth Inclination Remarks 
1 Well A 0 0 No Losses 
2 Well B  0 0 No Losses 
3 Well C 0 0 No Losses 
4 Well D 0 0 No Losses 
5 Well E 10 45 No Losses 
6 Well F 45 60 No Losses 
7 Well G 335 60 No Losses 
8 Well H 60 70 No Losses 
9 Well I  55 70 No Losses 
10 Well J 100 50 No Losses 
11 Well K 30 65 Total Losses in Shuaiba/Biyadh 
12 Well L  0 0 Total Losses in Mauddud 
13 Well M  80 60 Total Losses in Shuaiba/Biyadh 
14 Well N 340 30 Partial Losses in Biyadh 
15 Well O 105 65 Total Losses in Mauddud 
16 Well P  25 70 Total Losses in Mauddud 
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Table 11: Details of the wells where stuck pipe and tight hole events were recorded. 
Serial 
number Well  Azimuth Inclination Problem 
Mud 
weight Formation 
1 WELL Q 254 41 
Hole Pack-off while 
RIH 
72 Wara 
2 WELL R 338 67 
String stuck while 
drilling, lot of cutting 
while RIH during hole 
cleaning. Spotted 
grease pill and 
performed acid job. 
74 Lower Ratawi 
3 WELL S 98.4 28 
Overpull observed 
while POOH, hole 
pack-off, increased 
mud weight and 
worked pipe free. 
74 Khafji 
4 WELL T 301 87 
Overpull while pipe 
connection, string 
stuck while RIH, pump 
acid to free stuck pipe. 
75 Lower Ratawi 
5 WELL U 76 70 
Experience tight hole 
during wiper trip 
72 Safaniya 
6 WELL U 75 70 
Several over-pulls, 
tight holes, 
obstructions while 
POOH 
75 
Biyadh, 
Buwaib 
7 WELL V 18.3 44 
String pack-off while 
washing up, no 
circulation/rotation or 
string movement. 
Performed Coil Tubing 
operation to fish out 
stuck pipe. 
74 Aruma 
8 WELL W 58.5 73 
Encountered several 
tight spots. 
75 
Rumaila, 
Safaniya, 
Khafji, Biyadh, 
Buwaib, 
Ahmadi 
9 WELL X 158 78 
Experienced over-pull 
while POOH, added 
grease pil and worked 
pipe with no success. 
Fish left in hole. 
74 Upper Ratawi 
10 WELL Y 114 53 
Encountered several 
tight spots. String got 
held across Ahmadi 
and Safaniya. Hole 
73 
Aruma, Khafji, 
Ahmadi, 
Safaniya 
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pack-off, performed 
coil tubing to fish out 
stuck string. 
11 WELL Z 59.3 50 
Lost circulation and 
rotation while POOH, 
string got stuck and 
freed by working and 
jarring. 
74 Khafji 
12 WELL I 55 60 Tight hole 72 
Aruma, Khafji, 
Biyadh 
13 WELL F 45 30 Tight hole 
76, 72, 
72 
Wara, Biyadh, 
Buwaib 
14 WELL L 0 0 Tight hole 72 
Rumaila, 
Khafji, Biyadh 
15 WELL O 105 40 Tight hole 72 
Khafji, Biyadh, 
Buwaib 
16 WELL H 60 50 Tight hole 72, 75 Khafji, Biyadh 
17 WELL K 30 40 Tight hole 73 Khafji 
18 WELL M 80 40 Tight hole 72 Wara, Biyadh 
19 WELL D 0 0 Tight hole 75 Biyadh 
20 WELL G 335 45 Tight hole 72 Biyadh 
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Figure 26: Rose plots showing wells that experienced mud loss/ no mud loss and wellbore 
stability related events (stuck pipe, tight holes etc.) for selected wells
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5.3 Rock Failure Criteria 
The two types of stress induced failure of rock around the wellbore are encountered 
during drilling are shear failure or tensile failure. Shear failure is usually caused by low 
mud weight while tensile failure is caused by high mud weight. Several methods exist for 
predicting rock failure and wellbore instability. The most commonly used failure criteria 
are Mohr Coulomb or Mogi Coulomb to determine shear failure, and Maximum Tensile 
Stress criteria to determine tensile failure. 
To determine the most accurate failure criterion for drilling events, historical data was 
plugged into, both, Mogi Coulomb and Mohr Coulomb criteria which have been 
explained in Chapter 1. Extensive analysis was done to determine the best match of 
historical drilling data with the model prediction. It was discovered that Mogi Coulomb 
failure criterion as per equation (1.1) provided the best match and hence it has been used 
throughout this thesis to determine the shear failure. Columns 10 and 11 in the Figures 
27b to 34 show the simulated failure at different depths in a wellbore using Mogi 
Coulomb criterion and the actual caliper based failure readings. These two show very 
good match which could not be obtained by modeling using Mohr Coulomb criterion as 
seen in Figure 27a. This is probably the first time that this approach has been adopted in a 
study in Saudi Aramco. Traditionally, the Mohr Coulomb criterion has been used.  
The Maximum Tensile Stress criterion predicts failure as soon as the minimum effective 
principal stress reaches the tensile strength of the rock as per equation (1.2).  
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5.4 Failure Analysis and History Matching 
The approach for wellbore stability analysis and mud weight predictions is based on 
comprehensive understanding of current drilling history. Drilling and completion reports 
are used to extract wellbore instability-related events while drilling which are then used 
to validate predicted failures in the MEM.  
A mud weight window found using the MEM is calibrated using the extracted event data. 
The model predicts presence or absence of breakouts and/or drilling induced tensile 
fractures along the wellbore. The prediction is compared to actual rock failure shown on 
image and/or caliper logs and the drilling events in order to ensure that all model 
parameters are well-constrained and are of reasonable accuracy. The calibrated model can 
be used to predict safe mud weight window to drill future vertical, horizontal and 
deviated wells.   
The mud weight windows developed for the five vertical wells that are analyzed were 
based on MEMs and were further calibrated using data from caliper, image and drilling 
experience. The results are displayed in Figures 27 to 34.  
The columns (from left to right) in Figures 27 to 34 present the following information: 
 Column 1: Depth (MD). 
 Column 2: Formation Tops. 
 Column 3: Lithology (Mechanical Stratigraphy). 
 Column 4: TVD 
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 Column 5: The magnitudes of the pore pressure (PPRS), the minimum horizontal 
stress (Sig-h), the maximum horizontal stress (Sig-H), the vertical stress (Sig-V) 
and Azimuth. 
 Column 6: Calculated rock strength (UCS), tensile strength (TSTR), Biot’s 
Coefficient (α) and friction angle (FANG). 
 Column 7: Calculated static Young’s modulus (E_Sta) and static Poisson’s ratio 
(Pr_sta). 
 Column 8: Well deviation and casing depths. 
 Column 9: Mud Weight Window and used mud weight. The first boundary from 
the left (the grey shading area) represents the magnitude of the pore pressure 
gradient, which needs to be exceeded to maintain an overbalance condition in the 
well and avoid kicks. The second boundary from left (red colored boundary of the 
yellow shaded area) is the shear failure limit. If the mud weight drops below this 
limit, compressive shear failure at the wellbore wall occurs. This can lead to 
breakouts, which will be formed diametrically across the wellbore. 
 Column 10: Synthetic image of breakout and tensile induced fracture. 
 Column 11: Actual caliper log (CALI) 
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Figure 27a: Mechanical Earth Model using Mohr Coulomb failure criterion and mud 
weight window in WELL A in 12-¼” hole section. 
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Figure 27b: Mechanical Earth Model using Mogi Coulomb failure criterion and mud 
weight window in WELL A in 12-¼” hole section.   
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Figure 28: Mechanical Earth Model and mud weight window in WELL B in 12-¼” hole 
section.  
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Figure 29: Mechanical Earth Model and mud weight window in WELL L in 12-¼” hole 
section.  
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Figure 30: Mechanical Earth Model and mud weight window in WELL L in 12-¼” hole 
section.  
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Figure 31: Mechanical Earth Model and mud weight window in WELL L in 12-¼” hole 
section.   
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Figure 32: Mechanical Earth Model and mud weight window in WELL L in 12-¼” hole 
section.   
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Figure 33: Mechanical Earth Model and mud weight window in WELL C in 12-¼” hole 
section.   
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Figure 34: Mechanical Earth Model and mud weight window in WELL D in 12-¼” hole 
section.  
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5.5 Mud Weight Window Analysis 
Analysis was conducted to evaluate the impact of deviation and azimuth on the safe mud 
weight window, determine breakout and breakdown mud weights, and develop 
recommendations for mud weights to safely drill wells of different azimuth and 
inclination.   
A change in breakout (shear failure) and breakdown (tensile failure) mud weights with 
azimuth and inclination is shown in plots generated for several depths in the problematic 
formations in Figures 35 to 47.   
Part a and b of each of Figures 35, 37, 39, 41, 44 and 46 show the contour graphs of five 
different problematic shale formations namely Aruma, Rumaila, Ahmadi, Wara, Khafji, 
Safaniya Biyadh and Buwaib. These contour plots show the breakout and breakdown 
mud weight windows for different azimuth and inclination of drilling in these formations. 
For all formations except Safaniya, Wara and Khafji, the mud weight windows for 
different wells and depths were developed. It was found that these mud weight windows 
were similar for different wells and depth intervals of the same formation.  The result 
indicates that this mud weight profile could be used in the future for safe drilling in these 
formations. Safaniya, Wara and Khafji have two different types of geological layers 
which are shale and sand. Therefore, different mud weight windows were developed for 
the shale and sand layers.  
Part c of each of Figures 35, 37, 39, 41, 44 and 46 show the problem occurrence location 
of different wells from actual drilling data. It was found from the contour graphs that the 
failed wells had been drilled with a mud weight lower than the minimum recommended 
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breakout mud weight for the respective azimuth and inclination in these formations. The 
accuracy of the graphs is thus corroborated with actual wells that had failed due to low 
mud weight being applied.  
Part a and b of each of Figures 36, 38, 40, 42, 43, 45 and 47 show the breakout and 
breakdown mud weight window for different inclination angles. Part (a) shows the mud 
weight window for the direction of the minimum horizontal stress (Sig-h) which 
corresponds to NE 110. Part (b) shows the mud weight window for the direction of the 
maximum horizontal stress (Sig-H) which corresponds to NE 200.  
Part c and d of each of Figures 36, 38, 40, 42, 43, 45 and 47 show the breakout and 
breakdown mud weight window for different azimuth for drilling inclinations of 90° 
(horizontal) and 45° (deviated) wells.  
Figures 36a and 36b show that, for formation Aruma, a wider mud weight window needs 
to be employed when drilling in the direction of minimum horizontal stress than the 
maximum horizontal stress. This implies that drilling towards the direction of minimum 
horizontal stress will be relatively easier. Furthermore, Figures 36c and 36d show that 
mud weight window for deviated wells is much wider than horizontal wells, making 
deviated wells much easier to drill. Furthermore, it was found that the breakout mud 
weight is not a function of the azimuth for drilling and is affected only by inclination for 
Aruma.  
Figure 38 shows a similar mud weight profile of Rumaila to that of Aruma which 
signifies easier drilling in the direction of minimum horizontal stress and for deviated 
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wells. However, in general, Aruma gives a slightly wider mud weight window which 
indicates that drilling in Rumaila would be slightly more critical than Aruma.   
The mud weight contour plot of Safaniya, Khafji and Wara is shown in Figure 41c. It is 
seen that many wells failed in these formations due to low mud weight use. Figures 42a 
and 42b and Figures 43a and 43b show the mud weight profiles for drilling in the sand 
and shale layers of Safaniya, Khafji and Wara formations. In general, these formations 
should be the easiest to drill since they have the widest mud weight ranges when 
compared to all other formations. However, due to lack of knowledge on safe mud weight 
windows, drilling in these formations lead to the most failures. Furthermore, the shale 
layer (Figures 43a and 43b) gives a wider mud weight window when compared to sand 
(Figures 42a and 42b) when drilling in the directions of maximum and minimum 
horizontal stress.  
On the other hand, Figures 42 c and 42d and Figures 43c and 43d show the mud weight 
window for drilling in the deviated (45°) and horizontal (90°) directions for shale and 
sand. These graphs show that the sand layer has a larger mud weight window compared 
to the shale layer when drilling in the deviated (45°) direction. In contrast, the mud 
weight window for shale and sand when drilling in the horizontal direction (90°) is 
relatively the same. 
Figures 40 and 45 show a similar mud weight window profile for Ahmadi and Biyadh are 
similar to those of Aruma and Rumaila. However, it is worth noting that the mud weight 
window for horizontal drilling (Figure 40d and Figure 45d) is considerably narrow which 
tells us that drilling horizontal will be very challenging in Ahmadi and Biyadh.  
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Figure 47 shows the mud weight window for Buwaib. One major point worth noting is 
that Buwaib shows the largest mud weight window for drilling in the direction of the 
minimum horizontal stress.  
Finally, the analysis done for all the formations was combined to find the safe mud 
weight windows for different formations, regardless of which inclination or azimuth the 
well is drilled in. To find the lower end of the safe mud weight windows, the maximum 
breakout mud weight for wells drilled in the direction of the minimum horizontal stress 
was found for each formation. Similarly, to find the upper end of the safe mud weight 
windows, the minimum breakdown mud weight for wells drilled in the direction of the 
maximum horizontal stress was found. Figure 48 shows the safe mud weight window that 
can be used to drill in any inclination, azimuth and measured depth for each of the 
formations studied. 
The breakout and breakdown mud weight range for different formations is shown in the 
table below: 
Table 12: Mud weight range for breakout and breakdown in each formation. 
Formation 
Minimum 
breakout 
mud weight 
Maximum 
breakout mud 
weight 
Minimum 
breakdown 
mud weight 
Maximum 
breakdown 
mud weight 
Aruma 67.31 91.37 106.23 135 
Rumaila 70.28 93.92 107.66 136.5 
Ahmadi 71.93 97 103.81 136 
Safaniya (Shale) 71.5 90 120 140 
Safaniya (Sand) 72.5 90 120 145 
Biyadh 73.63 99 108.3 140 
Buwaib 73.4 95 108.6 141.3 
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WELL A Aruma 
  
 
WELL C Aruma 
 
 
Problems Occurrences in Aruma 
 
Figure 35: (a&b) Breakout and breakdown mud weight vs orientation and deviation 
diagrams in Lower Aruma formation for WELL A (@ 4601’ MD) and WELL C (@ 4841’ 
MD). (c) Problems occurrence plot for Aruma from drilling history. 
 
 
a 
b 
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Figure 36: Breakout and breakdown (a&b) mud weight vs. the inclination for minimum 
and maximum horizontal stress and (c&d) mud weight vs. azimuth for fixed inclinations 
of 45° and 90° for Aruma formation.  
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WELL L Rumaila 
 
 
WELL D Rumaila 
 
 
 
 
Problems Occurrences in Rumaila 
 
Figure 37: (a&b) Breakout and breakdown mud weight vs orientation and deviation 
diagrams in Rumaila formation for WELL L (@ 4982’ MD) and WELL D (@ 5291’ 
MD). (c) Problems occurrence plot for Rumaila from drilling history. 
a 
b 
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Figure 38: Breakout and breakdown (a&b) mud weight vs. the inclination for minimum 
and maximum horizontal stress and (c&d) mud weight vs. azimuth for fixed inclinations 
of 45° and 90° for Rumaila formation.   
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WELL L Ahmadi 
 
WELL A Ahmadi 
 
Problems Occurrences in Ahmadi 
 
Figure 39: Breakout and breakdown mud weight vs orientation and deviation diagrams 
in Ahmadi formation for WELL L (@ 5179’ MD) and WELL A(@ 5445’ MD). (c) 
Problems occurrence plot for Ahmadi from drilling history 
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Figure 40: Breakout and breakdown (a&b) mud weight vs. the inclination for minimum 
and maximum horizontal stress and (c&d) mud weight vs. azimuth for                        
fixed inclinations of 45° and 90° for Ahmadi formation. 
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. 
WELL L Wara, Safaniya and Khafji 
 
WELL C Wara, Safaniya and Khafji 
 
Problems Occurrences in Wara, Safaniya and Khafji 
 
Figure 41: (a&b) Breakout and breakdown mud weight vs orientation and deviation 
diagrams in Safaniya formation for WELL L (@ 5513’ MD) and WELL C(@ 6160’ MD). 
(c) Problems occurrence plot for Wara, Safaniya and Khafji formations from drilling 
history. 
a 
b 
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Figure 42: Breakout and breakdown (a&b) mud weight vs. the inclination for minimum 
and maximum horizontal stress and (c&d) mud weight vs. azimuth for fixed inclinations 
of 45° and 90° for Safaniya (Sand) formation. 
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Figure 43:  Breakout and breakdown (a&b) mud weight vs. the inclination for minimum 
and maximum horizontal stress and (c&d) mud weight vs. azimuth for fixed inclinations 
of 45° and 90° for Safaniya (Shale) formation.   
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WELL B Biyadh 
 
WELL L Biyadh 
 
Problems Occurrences in Biyadh 
 
Figure 44: Breakout and breakdown mud weight vs. orientation and deviation diagrams 
in Biyadh formation for WELL B (@ 7605’ MD) and WELL L (@ 6648.5’ MD). (c) 
Problems occurrence plot for Biyadh from drilling history. 
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Figure 45: Breakout and breakdown (a&b) mud weight vs. the inclination for minimum 
and maximum horizontal stress and (c&d) mud weight vs. azimuth for fixed inclinations 
of 45° and 90° for Biyadh formation. 
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WELL A Buwaib 
 
WELL L Buwaib 
 
Problems Occurrences in Buwaib 
 
Figure 46: Breakout and breakdown mud weight vs. orientation and deviation diagrams 
in Buwaib formation for WELL A (@ 7577’ MD) and WELL L(@ 7206’ MD). (c) 
Problems occurrence plot for Buwaib from drilling history. 
a 
b 
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Figure 47: Breakout and breakdown (a&b) mud weight vs. the inclination for minimum 
and maximum horizontal stress and (c&d) mud weight vs. azimuth for fixed inclinations 
of 45° and 90° for Buwaib formation. 
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Figure 48: Breakout and breakdown safe mud weights for all inclinations and azimuths 
for different formations. 
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6. CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Conclusions  
6.1.1. General  
 Orientations of minimum horizontal stress and maximum horizontal stress are at 
NE-110 and NE-200 respectively.   
 There is good agreement between predicted and actual borehole failure in all the 
offset wells. An additional proof to this aspect is shown by drilling history in the 
problematic wells. It was observed in the drilling history that the increase in the 
mud weight during drilling lead to the problem-free operation because the new 
mud weight used is in the safe mud weight window of the model. 
 Using a new failure criterion, namely Mogi- coulomb, has enhanced the accuracy 
of the future prediction. 
 The shale layers in the Aruma, Ahmadi, Wara, Safaniya, Biyadh and Buwaib 
formations except Shuaiba were found to have relatively lower strength.  
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6.1.2. Mud weight window 
 The mud weight windows were similar for different wells and depth intervals 
(measured depth) of the same formation.  This result indicates that this mud 
weight profile could be adopted in future drilling operations for safe problem-free 
drilling in these formations. 
 The predicted model is further verified by the fact that the drilled wells that had 
failed had used a mud weight lower than the minimum recommended breakout 
mud weight for the respective azimuth and inclination in that formation.  
 It is found that the breakout mud weight is not a function of the azimuth of 
drilling and is affected only by the inclination in all formations. 
 Drilling in the direction of the minimum horizontal stress (Sig-h) has wider mud 
weight window compared to the one in maximum horizontal stress (Sig-H) in all 
formations.  
 The preferred inclination in drilling highly deviated wells (inclination greater than 
60°) in all formations is along the direction of the minimum horizontal stress. 
This direction possesses a relatively wider mud weight window. 
 Higher breakdown mud weights are expected for wells drilled in the direction of 
the minimum horizontal stress with inclinations greater than 60° compared to 
wells drilled in the maximum horizontal stress direction.  
 Safaniya, Khafji and Wara formations should be the easiest to drill since they 
have the widest safe mud weight ranges when compared to all other formations. 
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However, due to lack of knowledge on safe mud weight windows, drilling in 
these formations have experienced the most failures. 
 The shale layer in Safaniya, Khafji and Wara formations has a wider mud weight 
window when compared to sand layer. 
 Drilling horizontal inclination (90°) will be very challenging in Ahmadi and 
Biyadh due to very narrow mud weight windows. 
 The difference between the minimum breakout and breakdown mud weights as 
well as the maximum breakout and breakdown mud weights is the highest in 
Ahmadi and Biyadh formations. This shows that these formations have the 
highest level of anisotropy within the formations studied.   
 The safe mud weight windows for all the studied formations were predicted and 
can be used to drill at any inclination, azimuth and measured depths in those 
respective formations only. The mud weight windows for Aruma, Rumaila, 
Ahmadi, Safaniya, Biyadh and Buwaib were 91.37- 106.23 pcf, 93.92 - 107.66 
pcf, 97 - 103.81 pcf, 90 - 120 pcf, 99 - 108.3 pcf and 95 - 108.6 pcf respectively.  
 Furthermore, a mud weight window of 99 - 103 pcf was found to be a safe 
window for drilling through the entire 12 ¼” hole section at any inclination, 
azimuth and measured depth. 
 When drilling through all the studied formations, the minimum safe breakout mud 
weight was found in Aruma formation (67.31 pcf) and the maximum safe 
breakdown mud weight was found in Safaniya formation (145 pcf).   
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 The mud losses in the Maudud formation (WELL L) were due to presence of open 
fractures. The mud weights used to drill these carbonate formations were not 
expected to either create drilling-induced fractures or open closed natural 
fractures.  
6.2 Recommendations 
6.2.1. Operational Recommendations  
 It is recommended to cover the formations from Aruma till Ahmadi by setting the 
casing in Wara formations to isolate the problematic shale formations.  
 Drilling practices need to be monitored carefully to avoid surge and swab while 
drilling in these formations. 
 Minimal flow rate is required for optimum hole cleaning to minimize hydraulic 
impact and erosion of failed materials on the wellbore wall. 
 Hole cleaning practices need to be optimized through carefully adjusting the flow 
rate, Rotation per Minutes (RPM) and mud rheology (to have turbulent flow) to 
avoid tight hole, packing off and stuck pipe. 
6.2.2. Recommendations for future study 
 Acquire sonic, density, caliper and resistivity logs for the lateral wells. For more 
accuracy calibrating the model. 
 Implement Real Time Geo-Mechanics monitoring to update MEM in real time. 
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 Optimize the mud recipe to analyze the chemical instability across shale 
formations. 
 Obtain cores from Aruma, Ahmadi, and Shuaiba formations and perform rock 
mechanical lab test on these core plugs. 
  It is recommended to characterize the formations where mud losses occur by 
logging with appropriate tools in order to understand the presence, type and 
dimensions of fractures. Based on the generated data, LCM material can be 
properly sized for curing mud losses. 
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APPENDIX  
 
Figure 49: Summary of drilling events for vertical WELL A. No mud loss and wellbore 
stability related events were encountered while drilling this well using 75 pcf OBM.  
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Figure 50: Summary of drilling events for vertical WELL B. No mud loss and wellbore 
stability related events were encountered while drilling this well using 75 pcf OBM.  
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Figure 51: Summary of drilling events for vertical WELL L. Total mud losses were 
encountered in Maudud formations while drilling this well using 72 pcf OBM. Losses 
were cured by using LCM and placing cement plugs.  
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Figure 52: Summary of drilling events for vertical well WELL C. No mud loss and 
wellbore stability related events were encountered while drilling this well using 75 pcf 
OBM.  
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Figure 53: Summary of drilling events for vertical WELL D. No significant wellbore 
stability or mud loss related events were encountered while drilling this well using 75-78 
pcf OBM.  
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Figure 54: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL G. No significant wellbore 
stability and mud loss related events were encountered while drilling this well using 70-
73 pcf OBM. Hole azimuth is ~ 335° and Deviation is ~ 30-60°.   
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Figure 55: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL N. No significant wellbore 
stability related events were encountered while drilling this well using 75 pcf OBM, 
except partial mud losses across Biyadh formation which were controlled by spotting 
LCM. Hole azimuth is ~ 340° and Deviation is ~ 0-30°.   
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Figure 56: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL O. Complete mud losses (in 
Mauddud) and severe wellbore stability related events were encountered (in Ahmadi & 
Aruma formations) while drilling the well using 71 pcf OBM which led to side tracking 
the well. Hole azimuth is ~ 105° and Deviation is ~ 30-65°.   
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Figure 57: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL H. Mud losses were not 
encountered, but few tight holes during connections and wiper trips were recorded while 
drilling this well using 71-75 pcf OBM. Hole azimuth is ~ 60° and Deviation is ~ 40-70°.   
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Figure 58: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL P. Complete mud losses 
observed (in Mauddud) while drilling this well using 74-75 pcf OBM, the losses were 
cured by spotting LCM and placing cement plugs. No significant wellbore stability 
related events were encountered. Hole azimuth is ~ 25° and Deviation is ~ 40-70°.   
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Figure 59: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL I. Mud losses were not 
encountered, but few tight holes during connections and wiper trips were recorded while 
drilling this well using 71-75 pcf OBM. Hole azimuth is ~ 55° and Deviation is ~ 40-70°.   
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Figure 60: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL J. No significant wellbore 
stability and mud loss related events were encountered while drilling this well using 75 
pcf OBM. Hole azimuth is ~ 100° and Deviation is ~ 40-50°.   
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Figure 61: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL E. No significant wellbore 
stability and mud loss related events were encountered while drilling this well using 73 
pcf OBM. Hole azimuth is ~ 10° and Deviation is ~ 35-45°.   
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Figure 62: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL K. Partial mud losses were 
encountered across Khafji, Shuaiba and Biyadh formations and controlled using LCM. 
Few tight spots and hole pack-off events were also recorded while drilling with 73 pcf 
OBM. Hole azimuth is ~ 30° and Deviation is ~ 15-65°.   
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Figure 63: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL M drilled with 73 pcf OBM. 
Total mud losses were encountered across Shuaiba formations and controlled using LCM. 
Tight hole, stuck pipe and hole pack-off events were also recorded during POOH. Hole 
azimuth is ~ 80° and Deviation is ~ 20-60°.   
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Figure 64: Summary of drilling events for lateral WELL F drilled with 72 - 76 pcf OBM. 
Partial/total mud losses were encountered across Maudud, Shuaiba & Biyadh formations 
and were controlled using LCM. Tight hole, stuck pipe and hole pack-off events were 
also recorded. Hole azimuth is ~ 45° and Deviation is ~ 20-60
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